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Darkness falls 
on Great Hill 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
Students living in the 
Shea-Durgin Residence Halls and 
the Student Apartments went 
three days without power, from 
March 1 until March 3. The 
reason for this power failure was 
that one of the main power cables 
which supplied electricity to 
those places ruptured. Both 
residence areas lost power around 
midnight Wednesday night, and 
regained power at 3 p.m. Friday 
afternoon. 
On Thursday night, a· large 
number of students left the 
residence halls and headed for · 
home, for they did not want to 
stay in their rooms without heat 
and power. Many more students, 
however, stayed in the buildings, 
braving the conditions. 
The Director of Housing, 
Mela Dutka, sUltcd that the cause 
of the problem wt1s a 20 year old 
cable, which was running under-
ground. Water seeped into the 
cable through a crack in its outer 
casing, and made contact with the 
wires inside, blowing the cable. 
Dutka stated that the main 
problem with restoring the power 
was that the "piece of the cable 
cont. onp. 2 
Kathy Counter sings along with guitarist Greg Greenway in the Rathskellar, providing 
entertainment to its patrons on a Wednesday night. By popular demand, Counter 
was brought up to sing with Greenway. (Staff photo by Michael Abusheery). 
Hall finally appointed as 
SSAM representative 
B'] B.ryon Hn."::fC'.s \n t\Hcndnncc, whecn the mc<',ti.ntr. S1noktng~~1a~s r~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~·~~~~:::::~:~ 
C The Student · Government Associate Chair of the Congress Ollege ~aking guidelines knOWll tO Students Association Congress, after Christpohcr Perra continued on 
several weeks. of debate, finally with thcagcnda. 
By Marci Hahn 
Comment staff 
The Massachusetts smoking 
regulations. which went into 
effect.during the spring of 1987, 
are becoming a subject of interest 
here at Bridgewater State College 
this spring. The guidelines state 
that smoking is not permitted in 
the following places: 
•any room where business 
meetings are held 
•patients' rooms, except those 
which have been set aside for 
patients who smoke 
•classrooms 
•stairwells 
•any work area, including 
private offices 
. •waiting rooms, lobbies, etc. 
•restrooms, and 







smoker may be present. 
In accordance with these reg-
ulations, BSC set up special 
sections for smokers two years 
ago. Now they are trying to 
reinforce them. 
"By having people observe the 
smoking instructions, not only 
does it provide a place for people 
who have made a conscious 
decision to smoke~ it provides a 
protection for people who have 
decided not to smoke," said Peter 
Tsaff aras, of the personnel off-
. ice. Tsaffaras is in charge of 
making the student body aware of 
where smoking is allowed, or not 
allowed, on campus. 
In Shea/Durgin Hall, there are 
smoking lounges on every floor 
with the exception of the second 
and the fifth. There is no 
smoking in the student apart-
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ments, except for in private approved .the appointment of The Congress then began to 
rooms. Pope, Scott, and Wood- Attorney General Craig Hall as discuss the motion which would 
ward Halls each have a smoking the college's representative to the make Hall the SSAM rcprcscn-
lounge. State Stu dent Association of tativc. The new Executive Dircc-
Each cafeteria has a smoking Massachusetts, with several tor of SSAM, Joseph Langlis, 
area. In the Commuter Cafeteria, stipulations. This appointment spoke on behalf of the organi-
there are 20 tables for approx- was made on Tuesday, March 7 zation, in an attempt to clear up 
imately 100 people. The Bridge- at the SGA's weekly meeting. any existing problems between 
water Dining Room, in the Cam- At the beginning of the the organization and the SGA. 
pus Center, has an area of two meeting, there was a motion on Langlis stated that the colleges 
tables for eight people. The Sub the agenda, submitted and needed a student representative, 
Shop allows smoking in two . sponsored by Chairman of the for "the administration will not 
booths for approximately. eight Congress Patrick Pearce, which represent you. The students need 
people. The Shea/Durgin Dining called for the elimination of the a voice on Beacon Hill." Langlis 
Hall has 10 tables for approx- SSAM representative position believed that SSAM presented 
imately 50 people. from the cabinet. Pearce was not cont. on p. 5 
Each ,administrative building 
has a smoking lounge or area, 
with the exception of the Art 
Building and Harrington Hall. 
Smoking is forbidden in the Art 
Building because of the number 
of flammable chemicals and 
paints. Harrington Hall simply 
doesn't have the space to allow a 
smoking area. Tsaff aras said that 
these areas are tentative, and that 
they may be changed. "We're very 
flexible," he said. 
He also pointed out that on the 
application for housing, students 
must specify whether they wanj.. 
to room with smokers or non-
smokers. 
"I .think ... inost public and 
work places are heading towards a 
smoke free environment," 
Tsaffaras said. Bridgewater State 
College is doing their part to 
protect non-smokers from passive 
smoke, while giving those who 
smoke the chance to do so. 
Teaching requirements 
discussed by N ober 
By Marci Hahn 
Comment staff 
to have a liberal arts major with 
an education minor. It won't be 
' until they go for their master's 
In an education lecture last degree that they study education 
night, Linda Nober, a repre- extensively. 
sentative from Westfield State These new certifications were 
College, spoke on the new ed- designed in 1986 by Chancellor 
ucation certifications, which will Jenifer. 
effect the class of 1993. The new Naber predicted that by the mid 
certifications basically state that 1990's, there .will be a teaching 
when a student graduates with a crisis. By that time, the veteran 
bachelor's degree, that student has teaching force, about 15,000 
five years ·to get their· master's teachers, will have retired. 
degree, or they will not be al- She also said that in Mass-
lowed to continue teaching. A achusctts, only 50% of students 
bachelor's degree will only be educated in state taught here. 
temporary certification. She said that Massachusetts 
Furthermore, student's will no exports their teachers. In ad-
longer bll able to major in ed- dition, educator's here are undcr-
ucation. Instead, they will have cont. on p. 4 
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Q::Lights.out .... · 
cont.from p. I 
which blew was underground, 
making it difficult for repair 
crews to reach and repair." 
Emergency generators at Shea-
Durgin went into operation, but 
shut down after a few hours, for 
' ihei were only designed to work 
for short intervals of time. Other 
generators were brought in, 
providing Shea-Durgin with light 
in .the hallways, and stairwells, 
heat in the students' rooms; and 
hot water. The generators were 
.---------......---- not strong enough to provide 
power inside the students' rooms, 
I 
Ila 
WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET 
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL 
OF YOUR CHOICE? 
Sure, there are other schools. But why 
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their 
, scoresand theirchancesofbeingadmit-
, ted into their first-choice schools. Fact is, 
no one has helped students score higher! 
I KAPLAN STANUY H. UPI.AN EDUCATIOtW. aNTU Ul>. 
·Many convenient classes 




. Newton Center (617)964-TEST 
however. 
At the Student Apartments, 
Dutka stated that an ejector pump 










to be brought in from Revere. 
"The ejector pump is checked 
twice a week, but for some 
reason, it failed," stated Dutka. 
Dutka stated that the apart-
. ments "had it the worst," for they 
went w1thout heat, light and hot 
water for the longest amount of 
time. Once the generators took 
hold, however, their problems 
were decreased. By 3 p.m. Friday, 
the residence halls and the 
apartments all had their power 
restored to normal. 
THE SIGN Of GOOD CENTS 
Where else but UPS could you earn: 
• $8-9/hour to start · 
• ste~y part ti~e 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule 
• full time benefits for part time work 
.• chance for advancement for men and women alike 
• get paid to get into shape · 
• no experience needed 
•and more! 
UPS makes good cents. United Parcel Service has facilities in Norwood Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and Warwick, RI. Call (617).762-9911 fo~ mor~ information on the location nearest you. 
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE ~ 
... for Unlimited PotentialS . I'"'-:® Alw.ays an Equal Opportunity EmployeJ' 
Scholarship information available 
Over $20,000 will be distributed in student scholar-
ships at the college this spring. All students are urged to 
make use of the applications. Scholarships range from $100 to $1,000 each, and are awarded generally at Honor's Day, or Alumni Day, in May. Unless otherwise 
· noted on the application form, all scholarship 
applications must be submitted .by deadline, Friday, 
March 31. 
Dean Martha Jones, the Acting Vice President of Student Services, states that there are a variety of 
scholarships and awards for all members of the campus, 
regardless of their majors. · Among the scholarships, there are the Alumni Associations Scholarship, the Faculty Memorial Scholar-
ship, the Dr. Edmund J. Haughey Memorial Scholar-
ship, The Lincoln Trust Scholarship, the Presidential Scholars Program, and the Stephen G. Laskoff Scholar-
ship, for those students who are academically talented. The Alumni Association Scholarship, Edmund H~ughey Scholarship, and the Henry F. Werner Schol-
arship are for those students who are financially deserving. 
The Delta Kappa Gamma Scholarship, the Early Childhood Award, Kappa Delti Pi Award, the Lagodi-
mos Scholarship, Dr. Frederick Meier Secondary Edu-
cation A ward are for those students who are planning a 
career in education 
For students who are active in the college and 
community activities, they can apply for the Faculty Memorial Scholarship and the Campus Center Award for Outstanding Volunteer Service, to name a few in this 
category. 
Management Science majors can apply for the American Production and Inventory Control Society Award, the Massachusetts Society for Certified Public Accountants Award, and the Michael J. Ricciardi Memorial Scholarship. 
For a sophomore or junior planning a career in athletic ~~·~-~~~·ii.JJ.1~-~~~·~~~·~~-~-~~i~ Award. Also for a sophomore or junior, who is majoring in one of the humanities, there is the Professor Achille Joyal A ward in the Humanities. 
For an undergraduate student who is attending Bridgewater State College through the Program of Continuing Education, there is the Edward G. Elias Scholarship. 
Many of the scholarships are repeated in numerous 
· different categories. For afuH list of all the scholarships 
and awards, or for further information on the 
scholarships available, please refer to pages 72 through 80 of the 1988-89 Student Handbook, or inquire at the Office of Student Services, in Boyden Hall. Also, please check with Student Services in order to find out where the application forms for the awards and 
scholarships may be obtained. It is recommended that 
students make requests for a copy of their transcript prior to spring vacation. 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
0 Hey! ... You kids!" 
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Hall shows intention of running for SGAPresident 
Makes a ~pre-announcement' to inform students of their available options 
Craig Hall 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
Although the Student Govem-
men t Assbciation's elections are 
weeks away, the first candidate 
has already ~et forth his intention 
to run for the position of SGA 
President. Attorney General Craig 
Hall has made a "pre-announce-
ment," stating he will run for the 
position. · 
Hall said that he made this 
"pre-announcement" before spring 
break because he wanted the 
students to have time to consider 
their options. He feels that "it is 
necessary for the student body to 
know who.is a candidate for SGA 
President." With this announce-
ment. Hall hopes to gain as 
much support as he can from the 
student body. 
Hall views the position as one 
in which he can make a 
difference; "one which reflects the 
issues and concerns of the 
students to the Student Govern-
ment, faculty. administration, and 
to the state." He also believes 
there is a real need for "quality 
contact between the SGA and all 
of the students- full-time, part-
time. and continuing education" 
students. 
Recently. Hall was appointed 
to be the BSC representative to 
the State Student's Association of 
Massachusetts. Hall views this as 
an opportunity to build ties 
among students and the admini-
stration of the college. Also. he 
·will be in contact with other 
colleges and their representatives. 
"My position will allow me to 
gain insight on the current 
issues. and gain positive visi-
bility for the college." 
Concerning his campaign, Hall 
intends to base it upon an 
issues-related forum. He will 
concentrate on issues which are 
of a concern to the student popu-
lation. Three of the main points 
which Hall in tends to focus on 
are the rising costs of tuitions 
and fees, the safety and quality of 
housing on the campus, and the 
continuing problem with par-
king. 
Hall sees the SGA presidency 
as a way which he could, "in a 
.modest way, effect the future of 
the BSC community." He also 
feels that experience and intergity 
are two of the needed credentials 
on which a campaign should be 
run. He said that his campaign 
will be run in on them. 
"BOW I MADE SIB,000 
nRCOLLEGE 
BY WORKING WEEKENDS." 
·'····· ..··.·":··· ·.·.··.·•· .. ·. ·.· fk:·• ... ···'·.·.· ,./ ·.! 
J,.· ,. ' . ~ . ' ' : ' ' ' ' ' 
As soon as I finished Advanced 
Training, the Guard gave me a cash 
bonus of $2,000. l'm also getting 
another $5,000 for tuition and books, 
thanks to the New GI Bill. 
Not to mention my monthly Army 
Guard a checks. The 'll add u: to 
. ... . \' .. : . . .,. . . ·· ege·: 6art;fhe 
Guard wjll help me pay it back-· ·.up to 
$1,500 a year, plus interest. ·· . · 
It all adds U\) to $18,000-. or more 
-for college for 1ust a little of my time. 
And that's a heck of a better deal than 
any car wash will give you. 
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT 
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO. 
Wh fri. · d d I d d SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER en my en s an gra uate . FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 
from high school, we all took part-time 800_638_7600,* OR MA. IL THIS jobs to pay for college. · 
They ended up in car washes and COUPON~ 
hamburger J·o1"nts, pu·ttm• g. i·n long hour· S *In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 121-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773·6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. ln Alaska, consult your local 
f l •tt} · · phone directory. · Or 1 e pay. · , © 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense. 
N · M . b k . All rights reserved. 
. otme. YJO ta es1ustone r---------.--.-----:------, Weekend a month and two Weeks a year. I MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Chhon. NJ 07015 I 
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college. o M o F 1 
· Because I joined my local Anny NAME 1 
National Guard. ADDREss I 
Thev're the people who he. lp our . CITY/STATE/ZIP 1 
d I • l'k h • US CITIZEN, 0 YES ONO state unng emergen<:ies 1 e um..;. AREA cooE PHONE 1 
canes and floods. They're also an · soc1AL sEcuR1Tv NUMBER slRTH DATE I 
important part of our country's military occuPATION U i!0 i'J I 
defense. , STUDENT o HIGH scflooL o coLLEGE 1 So, since I'm helping them do such PR1o~M1LITARYSE~v1cE ovEs oNo t 
an imP.Ortant job, they're helping me 1 ~~~~-:::.~~-=~~~ ~=-- l 
make lt through SChOO}. L ~u~0::'~'°..::"°..:":.:~~:._ - - - - - - - _ ~ _ J 
· Army "!!!!!1!1 Guard 
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Monique Boudreau and Linda Nober held a lecture to discuss the new 
certification requirements in the field of teaching. (Staff photo by Debra 
Willis). 
0 Certification 
cont.from p. 1 
paid compared to other New England 
··states; in Conncticut, teachers make five 
to--eight thousand more. These two fac-
words, it would be better to get certified 
now, while it is still reasonably 
uncomplicated to do so. 
Massachusetts is the last state in New 
England to go under this program of not 
gelling lifetime certification with a 
bachelor's degree. These changes arc pos-
itive, some problems that need changing, 
such as the public's dissatisfaction with 
. tors will undoubtably be catalysts to the 
criSis. 
· -Nobcr stressed that students should get 
degrees that allow them ta teach now. "It 
'is to your advantage -to teach even if you 




· . Jazz Orchestra 
March 28 7:30 pill 
atthe 
Maxwell Library Lecture Hall 
Free and open to the public 
-.~RAY BOSTON 
PRODUCTIONS 




Ice Cream Bars 
Three Pools, 
Each 1,000,,Gat., 
21/2 Ft. Deep,* 
• Beach Area complete 
with Sand, Scenery 
and Suri Lamps 
•. Heavy Duty Lighting to 
Free Haagen-Dazs tea Cream Bars • 3 Good Sized Pools make everyone look tanned 
Ha.·ag· SP.ONSn.RED-BY .. Da ··~ . Two· a Ft. Lifeguard Chairs .4111 • Beach Umbrellas 
ie: Aay Boston Productions, P.O. Boa: 302, Kiiiington, YT 05751 and Chairs 
• T-Shirt Give Aways 
• Balloons 
• Astro Turf Dance Floor • Sand Erosion Control Fence·· 
• Wind Machine to blow scent of Suntan Lotion around 
• Haagen-Dazs' Ice Cream Vendor's Cart • Twister Games 
• Golf Areas· • Contests •.And much, much more! 
All that's missing is you and your bathing suit! 
Must have a towel and be· in a bathing suit to enter pool area! 
*In some situations,· only one or two pools will be used. 
In the Commuter Cafe Saturday 
8:00 P.M •. April 1,1989 
Tickets $5.00 at the·lnfo. 
Here & There 
By Pamela L. Grimes Comment staff 
INTERNATIONAL======================== 
Foreign ambassadors in Iran sent ho1ne 
Iran severed relations with 
Britain Tuesday, a serious blow 
to Western attempts at regulating 
ties with the Moslem 
fundamentalist regime. In Britain, 
there was worry over the fate of 
three Britons and eleven other 
foreign hostages believed held in 
Lebanon by pro-Iranian groups 
among the hostages. 
In France, Ayatollah 
Khomeini, leader of the European 
Shiite community, warned of 
terrorists attacks in France unless 
the plans to publish Rushdie's 
novel "The Satanie Verses," are 
scrapped. Salman Rushdie, a 
British citizen, is under a death 
sentence by Iran's Khomeini, 
who put a 5.2 million dollars 
price on his head. Khomeini says 
the novel blasphemes Islam. 
Besides Britain, eleven other 
European Economic Community 
partners with Canada, Norway, 
and recalled their ambassadors to 
Iran. 
China's Martial Law is reinstated 
After three days of bloody riots 
protesting Chinese rule, China 
imposed martial law on the 
Tibetan capital of Lhasa. An 
American traveler said thousands 
of soldiers flooded the city early 
Wednesday. Tibetan mobs stoned 
government buildings, ransacked 
Chinese- owned stores and 
burned their contents, and 
attacked Chinese rule in the 
remote mountai'n area. Official 
accounts said that at least twelve 
people were killed and more than 
100 were -·wounded in this 
tum1oil. It was the first time since 
1966-76 Cultural Revolution that 
martial law had been publicly 
announced in China. 
NATIONAL:;::::::::=============--=================== 
Judge refuses to order pilots back to work 
federal courts Tuesday and each 
won victories. Judges- refused to 
order Eastern pilots back to work 
and extended a ruling barring 
secondary strikes against 
commuter railways the 
8500-member machinists union 
struck Eastern Saturday 
o . ave 
been scheduled. This refusal may 
force the airline into bankruptcy. 
The company lawyer, David 
Ross, said, "If the pilots do not 
come back to work, Eastern 
Airlines is gone." He said the 
airlines could survive up to 72 
hours longer without its 3600 
pilots. 
LOCAL=============== 
This passenger was not on the guest list 
A Dorchester man pleaded guilty 
in Suffolk County Superior 
Court to kidnapping five 
members of a bridal party last 
December when he hijacked their 
·limousine. Michael Callahan, 36, 
was tried and sentenced to 6-10 
years in the Walpole.state prison 
after pleading guilty to robbery, 
auto theft, and five counts of 
kidnapping in connection with the 
limousine heist on December 
17,1988. 
After a short drive, Callahan 
returned the women unharmed to 
the wedding but not before 
robbing a bridesmaid of $20. 
Callahan also pleaded guilty of 
armed robbery of a. Mattapan 
tailor shop and attempted escape 
from Suffolk County Sheriff's 
deputies. Assistant District 
Attorney Robert McKenna said 
that in the unsuccessful 
escape,Callahan used a fake 
pistol he carved out of a bar of 
Irish Spring soap. 
Brockton youth's suicide turns to homicide 
A Brockton 17-year-old youth 
claimed he was depressed when 
he shot his friend in the chest and 
abdomen five times. The youth 
was ordered held on $50,000 
cash bail. after his arraignment 
Tuesday in Brockton District 
Court. Public Defender John 
·Darrell announced that Troy -
Perry of 41 D Hill St., Brockton, 
put a gun to his own head on 
Monday afternoon ·before turning 
and firing five shots at his friend, 
Maurice.Moses, 18, of 58 Hill 
Street. 
The victim and Perry had been 
best friends for ten years since 
grammar school. Darrell said 
Perry had been depressed about 
. aJJ argument he had with his 
mother earlier, in the day. The 
original police report showed 
Perry argued with his mother and 
his girlfriend in his own 
apartment before going to visit 
Moses. 
0 SSAM representative 
cont.fromp.1 
this opportunity. He also felt that 
with a SSAM representative, 
students of Bridgewater State 
College will receive such a 
benefit. 
off system on the student's 
tuition bill. or entering into' a 
contract with SSAM to pay dues. 
: Pearce, having entered the 
meeting, wanted to amend the 
motion to appoint Hall, to read 
that Hall could be the 
representative, provided no funds 
are paid to SSAM this semester. 
The Congress accepted this 
amendment. 
The motion to appoint Hall 
passed by a 14-0-0 vote .. Pearce 
then moved to table his motion, 
which would have removed the 
SSAM representative from the 
cabinet 
The main question which the 
SGA had for Langlis concerned 
matters which happened over four 
years ago. The SGA formerly had 
a representative to SSAM, and 
paid funding to send this 
representative. When suspicion as 
to the quality and integrity of 
management policies and pro-
cedures within the SSAM 
organization arose, the Congress 
stopped its funding of SSAM, 
but continued sending a 
representative. 
Hall files court case 
The question of funding 
SSAM has been brought before 
the Congress at least twice since 
then but it has been denied each 
time. 
Hall submitted a proposal to 
the Congress which stated how 
funding could possibly be 
arranged. But, as Hall stated, 
"this is not a: definite" proposal. 
The Congress can accept these 
possibilities or make thefr own." 
The ways in which Hall 
suggested funding could be 
arranged were by either 
implimenting a negative check-
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
Attorney Genral Craig Hall, 
who is also the newly 
appointed State Student 
Association of Massachusetts 
representative, has filed a 
non-disciplinary case with the 
Student Court. The case 
questions the Congress' ability 
to disapprove of a person being 
appointed to an office, because 
they do not approve of an . 
organization. 
During the SGA's February 
14 meeting, Hall was to be 
appointed the representative to 
SSAM, but the Congress 
denied the appointment, for 
they did not approve of 
SSAM. Hall states that the 
Congress was out of their 
jurisdiction, for they "did not 
approve of the SSAM appoint-
ment on the grounds that they 
did not approve of the office." 
Hall states that it is the 
"duty of Congress to investi-
gate the appointee, not the 
office to which he is being 
being appointed." 
Although Hall was appoin-
ted, at the March 7 SGA 
meeting, to the position of 
SSAM representative, he has 
made it known that he will not 
drop the case. The Student 
Court has 10 days to accept the 
case. If the case is heard, it 
will be done after spring break. 
Li'\·~ Band: INCOMING. 
.. March ll, 1989''''' 
$1,o.00 per· person 
Doors open at 7:30 P.M. 
Buffet Dinner at 8:00 P.M. 
Dancing from 8:30 :£>.~. to 12:30 A.M. 
An education for those who can't ·1ook the other way. 
If you gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and 
helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place for you. At Boston-
Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full 
potential. 
Most of our programs are 
offe.red on a part-time or full-
tiJne basis combining class-
room theory with practical, 
hands-on experience. 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write Master of Education 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, Programs 
Northeastern University, • Counseling 
Boston, MA 02115. • Consulting Teacher of 
Master of Science Reading 
Programs • Curriculum & Instruction 
•Counseling Psychology •Educational Research 
•Exercise Sciences •Human Development 
• Human Resource • Rehabilitation 
Counseling Administration 
·Physical Education ° Special Educatiol} 
•Recreation, Sport, and Nondegree Certification 
Fitness Management Program.S 
•Rehabilitation Counseling •Counseling 
•Speech-Language Pathology •Elementary.& Secondaiy 






An equal opportunity/affumative 
action university. 
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The Catholic Center 
wishes you a 





You are invited to share 
EASTER VIGIL 
March 25, at 7:00p.m. 
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_Viewpoint 
Support the protest Members of C.R.E.Ed. 
Here we are again. cause. These colleges are not 
question Tinsley's status 
The word from around the acting as "individuals," but col'.". 
campus is that the Massachusetts lective wholes. 
Board of Regents of Higher The students of Bridgewater 
Education are considerin·g another did not take the Trustees to court 
2% cut from the budgets of state for no reason. It was to show the 
colleges and universities. Along "people in power" that we are 
with this proposal, other cuts and watching their every move, and 
fees are being proposed. are willing to take whatever steps 
Carol Furr has even stated that, are needed to stop them. We also 
on the topic of the $125 fee issue, showed the other colleges in the 
students should "save their area that when push comes to 
money-- we won't know if we shove, we students will push 
have to come up with some extra back--and push back hard. 
bucks next year." We should apologize to these 
All of these are encouraging rich men and women for not 
thoughts. It's time the students being the "high class" wealthy, 
fight again. This time, .however, narrow-minded socialites they 
we must not divide our efforts have become. But we will not. 
between the college administra- We are here to learn how to 
tion and the state legislators. It is becom~ part of life; not how to 
Editor's Note: This is a copy of a 
letter which was sent to the Chairman 
of the Board of Trust es, Carol Furr 
Dear Ms. Furr: 
Our group C.R.E.Ed (Coalition for 
Responsibity and Ethics in Education), 
held its most recent meeting on 
February 24. One item discussed at 
great length was Dr. Adrian Tinsley's 
status, and we felt it necessary to both 
contact you and ask the Board of 
Trustees communicate her status to 
everyone in the college community by 
March 10 or, at the latest, March 31. 
There are many rumors on campus 
regarding Dr. Tinsley's status. These 
include: 
high time the students made a take money away from others to 
more directed and centralized solve our own financial crises. 1. She has decided to not accept. 
attack against the state. We are better than them. We will 2. She hasn't signed her contact but 
On March 29, there wiII be a not sink to their devious and is still interested. 
protest on the steps of the · self-centered terms. 3. She will not accept unless her 
State House. The goal we are We, The Comment, are urging conditions are agreed to by the Board of 
seeking to accomplish is to once for all students who attend state Trustees and/or Board of Regents. 
and for all make the state colleges and universities to be at 4. The Board of Trustees have not 
. legislators realize· that we the protest on March 29. We also agreed to her conditions and negoti~ 
students, who are part of the urge them to keep harrassing their ations arc at an impasse. 
There are also many rumors about 
what these conditions are, but most 
point to a review of the Board of 
Trustee and the top level administra-
tion of the college. 
. We feel it is absolutely necessary 
that all members of the college 
community hear directly and quickly 
from the Board of Trustees about the 
current status, the stage of the 
negotiations and expected date of these 
negotiations being concluded. 
To communicate this, we suggest 
you use one or all of the mechanisms 
suggested below: 
I. Personal letter from the Board to 
all faculty, staff, clerical and mainten-
ance personnel on campus. 
2. An item in Bridgewater Today. 
' 3. Article in The Comment. 
4. Letter to all students at the 
college. 
5. Hold a meeting and invite the 
.entir~ college community to come and 
learn the exact status of Dr. Tinsley. 
V. · e look forward to your response to 
this request. 
·Sincerely, 
Massachusetts Higher Education- legislators; let them know we are 5. The Board of Trustees did, not 
... ~ . ,"11 1 .1 • • • y •• • •--•~-~~·-••-••••~---· 11141fii•-... •at.l*~lilM~~, •• """'~ce;gtner.condilions,butwereovew1'1~ 
' financial scapegoats any longer. we are -dissatisfied with their by the Board of Regents. 
Students from numerous other ability, or rather lack of ability to ... and ol!hers 
1;,1.,1"ffiir;w;~1,,c1;14ll:*~~,,!!,W-..,!liQiga·aa 1 i11illlid 
Betty Mandell, 
Co-Chairs of C.R.E.Ed. 
Support for Rushdie grows 
state colleges and universities wiH manage. funds. It will be a ~ i~ attendance, and Bridgewater "spring break"· for the students; 
State College still needs to show lef s make it Hell on Earth for the 
that it is at the forefront o(this legislators.· " 
Letters Subinission,.Po}icy . People must b.e free to express opinions 
To the Editor: , : 'the· Corruru:nt ~~lcomes Yrn:tr L~tters ~o tlle Edit0i:~ ,oµr 4~$ pase is 'at9~:'~~ P~1.l9JY make available for 1!1e oo~efitof our read~hip .. To facilitate our being able iO ..... . 
serve our readers more efficiently~ we ask that several guidelines be followed when 
cannot be compromised or held hostage 
and we must speak out against the assault 
, .•..... w~w9u11}ike.to voice our support of on·human rights that is taking place. Mr. 
preparmg your letter. • ..• · .. . . . .... · .. · ..·· .. ·. . .. ··. · .. . . ··. . ..... . ........ \/~. • . ·· 
1. All submissionsshould~ .• ~. oui~tlfHfilldwrl®n;:\~.~:;·;, ~c 2~ Please keepletters to a:limituf a,pproxilnately 250 word.t j 
3. Allsubmissions ~ust be received' in our office by noon Monday 
publication on Thursday. ' · . _ ·· 
4. The Comment reserves the right to edit all submissions for grammar, 
spelling) and length; It. is expected that an author will check his/her own • 
submis$ion for accuracy, and the Comment cannotl)C responsible for factual 
errors within letters. • . . 
5. Ail letters must includea ~ignature and. a phone r;iumber for verification. 
Unsigned letters·will beheld one week; and discarded. They will not be 
published unless they are signed. · 
the opm.~2~s~111~~ in last week'~ letter Rushdie, like all of us, must be free to 
to the Editor,_ con~.fiijn'gt"S'~,~~ ~(t~l:l4ie. e~press his opinion. If"' this freedom is 
, The issue is not Mr. Rusl!i:~~-~~, ) cllmimSi!il.~, all of us will be in jeopardy ;:?~~,::ll~g~.e,~s or lack thereof? nor is it the· paiii and the world we are attempting to build 
caused.by: ~t:Jn theMoslem world. To us will be more dangerous and less humane. 
it is clearly· a matter of freedom of 
expression. All should . have the basic 
human rights to form opinions and 
~xpre~ ideas; 
It is clearfrom the happenings of· the 
last few weeks that it is not enough to be 
inere believers in freedom of thought; we 
must be vigilant defenders of it. Freedom 
Sincerely, 
Prof. Vernon Domingo 
Ms. Joan Knudson 
Ms. Anna Langenveld 
Prof. Glenn Miller 
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Letters & Columns 
"Lack of support" frustrates college bowl competitors 
To the Editor: 
A good time was had by all at 
Fitchburg State College, despite the lack 
of support from the BSC Program 
Committee Leaders. After winning the 
BSC College ·Bowl Trivia contest, the 
Trebekies, along with winners of other 
recreational activities, were scheduled to 
attend the Northeast Regional Compe-
tition, February 25 and 26. Saturday 
morning, the four of us along with two 
winners of the dart competition, met at 
the Campus Center at 8 p.m. We were 
then informed by Carolyn Carey, that we 
were not going, for the following reasons: 
1. There were six inches of snow on 
the ground, with drifts on the road which 
called for emergency conditions, making 
driving much too hazardous. 
2. Only two other schools were 
competing, and the competition would be 
called off, and rescheduled. 
3. Out of the 10 students competing in 
events from BSC, four had cancelled, due 
to conditions. 
We did decide to attend on our own, 
despite Carolyn's statement that we would 
be unable to register without her. On a 
trip that Carolyn said would take at least 
three hours, we found upon our arrival, 
one hour and 36 minutes later, we were 
registered and in competition with 11 
other schools already there from as far 
away as Western Connecticut, University 
of Maine, and Brown, just to name a few 
from our competition alone. 
While we were waiting for our 
competition to begin, we met another 
BSC student, who because of the lack of 
organization of our "leaders" was never 
informed of the "supposed" cancellation. 
In addition, he was one of the students 
that Carolyn had told us earlier, had 
cancelled on his own. He also was able to 
register and compete without Carolyn's 
presence. We arrived at Fitchburg willing 
to pay all expenses needed, however. since 
BSC never cancelled reservations, BSC 
will incur the registration fees along with 
the hotel bill of $239. all of which could 
have been avoided with a little common 
consideration for all concerned. 
We did compete, and although we did 
not win scholarly· honors, we did receive 
an unprecedented award for "Best Dressed." 
We met many people, and we were invited 
to another upco!Iling competition at MIT, 
along with Brandeis, Brown, and 
Northeastern, to name a few. 
We were the only State College at the 
College Bowl competition, and the only 
college not accompanied by a school 
representative. Even though we all had a 
great time, we all realized that there is no 
wonder why students do not get involved 






Facts about abortions are greatly exaggerated 
To the Editor: 
I was appalled by Marci Hahn's editorial 
on abortion in the February 16 issue. 
What really distressed me about the piece 
was her lack - or perhaps glossing over -
of some vital, and readily available, facts. 
The pro-abortionists in this country 
have, for too long, manipulated the facts 
about abortion to create an atmosphere 
they 'round, it necess . 
if the ·issue had been dealt with honestly, 
they never would have gotten the public 
support they needed to legalize abortion~ 
First of all, data from the Centers for 
Disease Control show that the number of 
abortion-related deaths in this country 
dropped significantly long before the 1973 
Roe .vs. Wade decision - while it was 
still illegal. Between 1940 and the late 
Anthony 
Fisher 
is the syndicated 




1960s, the number of. abortion-related 
deaths declined from over 1,000 to under 
200 each year. 
The figures often touted by pro-
abortionists cite thousands of deaths an-
nually due to illegal abortions. Dr. 
Bernard Nathanson, at the time he headed 
the National Abortion Rights Action 
League and was still adamantly pro-
abortion, admitted in a public interview 
·~. 
..;n:a ... v~.1,~; ·tit~ ' .•. · . ' c• . . . ·.... . . ' . ' 
today, and generally the typeo person 
performing. them - a physician · - are• the· 
same as those used p.f ior td · 1973, except 
for certain recent abortion techniques, 
_which prematurely induce labor~ 
These techniques entail risks to a 
woman's physical and mental health. 
These risks existed before 19-73, and. still 
exist. It is the only surgical procedure 
which requires payment up front, and 
signing an agreement not holding the 
physician liable for any complications 
that arise. 
Third, as for the trauma Hahn men-
tioned in connection with rape and incest 
victims who become pregnant, this is 
caused by the violence committed against 
the women, not the resultant pregnancy. 
Studies conducted on women in these 
: ten'f: y· s ·. o .. · . .. . . i 
mental illness than thosewho.atjortcd. 
.wt1at · t.liese victims need is. support anct 
understanding, not misguided advice to 
abort their babies. The humane, healthy. 
way to treat these women is through 
counselling and community support. 
Fourth, people need to understand that 
abortion entails the taking of human life -
an act of murder. Regardless of what the 
justices who decided Roe vs. Wade shid on 
the matter, human life begins at 
conception. No credible biology textbook 
or medical personnel, pro-life or pro-
abortion, would argue otherwise. 
Fifth, abortion not only kins a baby, 
but causes it terrible stress and pain. The 
destruction of life, and in such painful 
ing·wttb~ffi~'iftf.f}d1iiff/,£ 'bl.~'JW.i 
I would like to point out that pm-lifers 
are not ''just" interested in the fiitc ·of 
unborn children, but arc also commitlc'cl.to 
the well-being of women who have had or 
are contemplating abortions. 
Sincerely, 
Paula Sa ti no ff 
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Summer Job 
If you are going to get a job this 
summer. the Internal Revenue Service 
urges you to take a few minutes to 
think about taxes. 
There are many factors which can 
affect your taxes for the year. 
Can you be claimed as a dependent 
by someone else? lf you can, whether 
or not someone else actually claims 
you, you will not be able to claim your 
personal exemption when you file your 
tax return. 
Do you have investment income, 
such as interest on savings accounts? If 
you can be claimed as a dependent by 
someone else, that investment income 
will probably be taxed if your total in-
come is over $500. You will be able to 
claim a standard deduction only 
against your earned income, such as 
wages. 
Do you receive a scholarship or 
Scholarships and 
Fellowships 
May Be Taxable 
Students who receive scholarships or 
fellowship grants awarded after 
August 16; 1986, should be aware that, 
for payments after 1986, part or all of 
such income may be taxable, according 
to the Internal Revenue Service. 
Think Taxes 
fellowship grant, or will you receive 
such a grant by the end of the year? A 
pare of that grant may have to be in-
cluded on your tax return. 
Each of these factors should be con-
sidered when you fill out your Form 
W-4, "Employee's Withholding 
Allowance Certificate," for your sum-
mer job. If that job is the only income 
you have for the year, you may qualify 
to be exempt from income tax 
withholding. But, if you do have in-
vestment income, or a taxable scholar-
ship or f cllowship, you will need to 
consider those other incomes. How 
much income tax you need to have 
withheld so you will not owe extra 
taxes at the end of the year will depend 
on total income. 
Form W-4 is available from 
employers or from IRS by calling 
1-800-424-3676. 
Use Form 1040X 
To Co"ect E"ors 
Conversations this time of year 
often focus on income. tax. Quite often 
these conversations lead to the realiza· 
tion of errors made on tax returns -
forgotten income not reported, allow-
able credits or deductions not taken, or 
credits and deductions taken in error. 
Only degree candidates can exclude 
these amounts from income, and only 
"qualified amounts" can be excluded. _ 
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 defines 
qualified amounts as tuition and fees 
Don't panic. These errors on returns 
already filed can be corrected by filing 
an amended return on Form 1040X, 
"Amended U.S. Individual Income 
Tax Return," the Internal Revenue 
Service says. 
Form 104()X can be used to correct 
any previously filed Form 1040 
J04()A, or 1040EZ. Generally, Fo~ 
I 040X must be filed within three years 
from the date the original return was 
filed or within two years from the date 
the tax was paid, whichever is later. ac·· 
cording to the IRS. 
required for the enrollment or attend-
a~ce ?fa srudenr at an educational in-
sn_tunon, and course fees, books, sup-
plies, and equipment. Any other 
amounts, such as for room, board 
travel or incidental expenses, must b~ 
repon:ed as income in the year re-
ceived. 
It is not necessary to file an amended 
return to correct arithmetic errors. 
These are automatically corrected by 
computers at IRS service centers when 
the returns are processed. It is also not 




Scholarships· and Grants 
Foreign students in this country 
under F, J, or M visas may be eligible 
for reduced withholding on U.S.-source 
scholarships and fellowship grants. The 
Internal Revenue Service has issued 
Revenue Procedure 88-24 outlining the 
background and procedures for receiv-
ing the reduced rate. 
In general, the law provides that 
degree candidates are not subject to 
withholding ·on exempt scholarship or 
fellowship amounts. However, they 
are subject to a 14 percent withholding 
(30 percent for nondegree candidates) 
on incidental nonexempt amo·unts. 
A student who is a candidate for a 
degree may exclude from income any 
scholarship or fellowship grant pay-
ments that cover enrollment tuition or 
fees, or course-related expenses for 
books, fees, supplies and equipment. 
However, any portion of the scholar-
ship or srant that is for room, board, 
travel or incidental expenses, or is in 
payment for past, present or future 
services, must be included in income. 
Foreign students with F, J or M visas 
are usually subject to a 30 percent 
withholding rate on taxable unearned 
income. Now, a student with a partial-
ly exempt scholarship or fellowship 
grant may qualify for a lower 
withholding rate (possibly lower than 
14 percent) on the taxable portion by 
completing Form W-4, "Employee's 
Withholding Allowance Certificate," 
following the special instructions in 
Revenue Procedure 88-24. These in· 
structions will be included in the next 
edition of Publication 519, "U.S. Tax 
Guide for Aliens," which will be 
available in January 1989. . 
For general information on scholar-
ships and fellowships, call toll-free 
1-800-424-1040. IRS Publications 519 
and 520, "Scholarships and Fellow-
ships," and Form W-4 are available by 
calling toll-free 1-800-424-3676. For a 
copy of Revenue Procedure 88-24, 
located in Internal Revenue Bulletin 
1988-20 dated May 16, 1988, contact 
the local district IRS office. Students 
who are f rem a country that is a party 
to a tax treaty with the United States 
should get Publication 901, "U.S. Tax 
Treaties." 
1040EZ--DC 
Your tax instruction package con 
the form. This Signal Sheet is simpl 
tell you how or why you should do~ 
' . 
Many scholarships also include pay 
for past, present, or future services. 
Any payment received for services is 
taxa~ble in. the year of payment, even if 
· for a particular d~gr~. 
Students who are not candidates· for 
a degree mu.st report all scholarship 
and f ellowsh1p amounts as income in 
the year paid. 
write the taxpayer to request •thie-~iil,.(IJIH~C~AM·N~·~oMi,M~~·~~~~lj\\~-~Q·Wi~.WI 
schedule or attachment. THIS FORM IF YOU: in place of them. 
Differe~t rules apply to recipients of 
scholarships or fellowships awarded 
before August 17, 1986. For more 
detailed information, call 1-800-
424-3676 for a free copy of IRS 
Publication 520, "Scholarships and 
Fellowships." 
W orldng Students 
When you fill out your Form w -4 
"Employee's Withholding Allowanc~ 
Certificate," remember: If you can be 
claimed on your parent's return, you 
generally cannot be exempt from in-
come tax ~ithhol~ing. To get it right, 
read the 1nstruct1ons that come with 
. your Form W-4. 
Form 1040X and instructions may ARE SINGLE, HAVE 
be obtained from the IRS by using th~ NO DEPENDENTS, ARE 
order form in the tax forms package or NOT 65 OR OVER, OR 
by calling .l-800-424-3676" BLIND, HAVE INCOME 
Ext-ension of Time 
To File Available 
Taxpayers who file Form 1040 or 
1040A can request an automatic four-
month extension of time to file their 
federal income tax returns, according 
to the Internal Revenue Service. 
To obtain the four-month extension 
beyond April 17, 1989 {this year, tax-
payers get a two-day break. because 
April 15 falls on a Saturday), taxpayers 
£?USt complete Form 4868, "Applica· 
non· for Automatic Extension of Time 
to File U.S. Individual Income Tax 
Return," and forward it by April 17, 
1989 to the Internal Revenue service 
center processing returns for their 
area. Service center addresses are listed 
in the instructions to Form 1040 and 
1040A. 
. The IRS stresses, however, that the 
Form 4868 does not extend the time to 
pay the income tax. 1 
On Form· 4868~ taxpayers should 
make an ·estimate of the year's taxes 
and submit any balance due with the 
form. If the unpaid tax is more than 10 
percent of the total tax due, a penalty 
will be assessed for the underpayment 
unless the taxpayer can show reason-
able cause for n<>t paying the tax when 
due. Interest is also assessed on any un:. 
paid balance. · 
Taxpayers filing Form 1040EZ, or 
tho~e. requesting the IRS to compute 
their tax, are not. eligible for automatic 
extensions. Alro, taxpayers under a 
court order to file tax returns by the 
regular due date are not eligible for ex-
tensions. 
Form 4868 may be obtained by using 
the order form in the tax package or by 
calling the IRS toll-free at I-800.: 
424-3676. 
FROM WAGES AND 
TAXABLE INTEREST OF 
$400 OR LESS AND 
TAXABLE INCOME OF 
LESS THAN $50,000. 
USE PEEL-OFF LABEL. 
IT'S ON THE FRONT OF 
YOUR TAX PACKAGE. IF 
ANYTHING IS WRONG, 
CORRECT IT RIGHT 
ON THE LABEL. 
YOU MUST CHECK 
"YES" OR ·"NO" 
HERE. IF YOU CAN 




Department of the Treasury· Internal Revenue Service 
Form Income Tax Return for 





















Dorian R. Ray 
2737 Bonita Court 
Detroit, MI 
Please read the instructions on the ba 
Also, seepage 13 of the bookletforaJ 
Presidential Election Campaign Fund 
Do you want $1 to go to this fund? 
Total wages, salaries, and tips. This should 
of your W-2 form(s). (Attach your W-2 forx 
2 Taxable interest income of$400 or less. Ift 
than $400, you cannot use Form 1040EZ. 
3 Add line 1 and line 2. This is your adjustee 
Note: You 4 Can your parents or someone else claim y01 
must check } ['J Yes. Do worksheet on back; enter am 













5 Subtract line 4 from line 3. Ifline 4 is large1 
6 If you checked the "Yes" box on line 4, entt 
If you checked the "No" box on line 4, entel 
This is your personal exemption. 
7 Subtract line 6 from line 5. If line 6 is large: 
enter 0. This is your taxable income. 
8 Enter your Federal income tax withheld fn 
W-2 fonn(s). 
9 Use the single column in the tax table on 1 
Form 1040A/1040EZ booklet to find the ta 
shown on line 7 above. Enter the amount.~ 
1 O If line 8 is largel'than line 9, subtract line 9 
Enter the amount of your refund. 
11 If line 9 is larger than line 8, subtract line 8 
Enter the amount you owe. Attach checl 
for the full amount, payable to "Internal R 
I have read this return. Under penaltiei 
that to the best of my knowledge and bel 
correct, a~d complete. 
For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act N( 
e Tax Times 
---,--,·i!!·--~~ii--;;;;;;;;;;;;:;, ;;.;;,. z•• • .._._, _ March 1989 
Volunteers Help With Tax Retf:lrns 
If you enjoy helping other people, 
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assist-
ance) may be just the opportunity you 
are looking for. VITA is a program 
that involves volunteers of all ages and 
from many walks of life to help people 
who need assistance in filling out their 
tax returns, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice says. 
Across the couptry volunteers from 
VITA help handicapped, non-English 
speaking and other taxpayers for 
whom prof cssional tax assistance may 
be out of reach. They explain credits 
and deductions and how taxpayers 
may claim them on their tax returns. In 
fact, the volunteers , will help in-
dividuals complete the return, right 
down to figuring any refund that may 
be due. 
Last year - VIT A's 18th year- some 
47 ,500 VITA volunteers assisted more 
than 800,000 taxpayers at nearly 6, 700 
sites in large and smaU communities. 
Who are these volunteers? College 
students - in liberal arts as well as law 
J.nd accounting- members of profes-
;ional ·organizations, homemakers and 
~ IT YOURSELF 
members of volunteer or community 
organizations, all help out. 
An accounting background can be 
useful, although it is not necessary, 
because the IRS provides VITA 
volunteers with free instruction and the 
training materials necessary to prepare 
basic income tax returns. Training 
usually takes place December through 
January. 
Volunteers can also help in other 
aspects of the VITA Program, such as 
instructing classes and reviewing tax 
returns prepared at t~ sites. In addi-
tion, some volunteers organize or ar-
range publicity for a site. 
Educational institutions, local civic 
or fraternal organizations, churches 
and social groups sponsor VITA pro-
grams. The organizations and groups 
usually provide assistance at schools. 
churches, libraries and other neighbor-
hood locations convenient to tlie tax-
payers. 
For more information about the 
VITA Program, contact the IRS VITA 
Coordinator at your local IRS office or 
call toll-free at 1-800-424-1040. 
tains the information needed to complete 
v an aid. Like a traffic signal, it does not 
mmething. Rather, it alerts you to things 
1988 







ck of this form. 
telpful checklist. 
Note:Chechuig "Y••"wiU 
nfit change your tax or 
reduc1 your refund 
be shown in Box 10 
l(S).) 
~· ~e total is more 
(gross income. 
Lon their return? 
ount from line E here. 
'1Ction. 
"than line 3, enter-0. 
r:O. 
:1,950. 
·than line 5, 
1JD Box 9. of your 
rages 37-42 of the 
s on the amount 
1£tax. 












:or money order 
wenue,Service." 11 
r of perjury, I declare 
ref, the return is true, 
Date 
,tice, see page 3. 
OMB No. 1545-U675 
Please print your numbers like this: 
For IRS Use Only-Please 
do not write In boxes below. 
Form 1040EZ (1988) 
IF YOU DON'T HAVE 
A LABEL, MAKE SURE 
YOU Pl.ACE YOUR 
SSN HERE. 
BE SURE TO MARK 
ONE OF THESE 
BOXES, EITHER 
, "YES" OR "NO." 
PLACE DOLLAR 
AMOUNTS TO THE 
LEFT OF THE " . " AND 
CENTS TO THE RIGHT. 
ROUND OFF, LESS . 
CHANCE FOR ERRORS .. 
TRY TO KEEP ALL 
NUMBERS WITHIN 
THE BOXES: 
IF THIS AMOUNT IS 
$50,000 OR MQRE, 
YOU CANNOT USE 
{THIS FORM. 
·~-~' __ ,_,,·~--· -
(LiNE''1(;sHOULD BE 
---JY FILLED IN IF LINE 8 IS 
.LARGER THAN LINE 9. 
THIS IS YOUR REFUND. 
IF LINE 9 IS LMr'IUr::l"I. 
THE AMOUNT YOU 
OWE GOES ON LINE 11. 
LEAVE ANY LINE 
WITHOUT AN AMOUNT 
BLANK. DO NOT 
ENTER "O." 
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Overdue Refunds Can Be Tmced 
·Most students filing tax retrirns are 
cxpcctina refunds. If a· student hasn't 
received an expected refund within 
eight weeks after the return was filed, 
there is a way to trace that refund. The 
first step, according co the Internal 
Revenue Service, is to contact the IRS. 
A special automated refund inquiry 
system, Tele-Tax, is available by call-
ing toll-free, 1-800-554-4477, and 
following the recorded instructions. 
The student should have a copy of his 
or her tax return available when call-
ing, in order to provide the social 
security number, filing status and exact 
amount of refund shown on the return. 
If the student contacts Tele-Tax and 
finds that a check was in fact issued 
but not received, he or she should then 
call toll-free, 1-800-424-1040, for 
assistance in tracking and reissuing the 
reflind. 
There arc several reasons why. a 
check may not have been m:eived. For 
Double-Check -
Increase Accuracy 
example, the return may have been in-
complete or unsigned. Such returns are 
held up in processing while the IRS 
contacts the taxpayers for more com-
plete or accurate information. 
Students should double-check the 
return and be sure that it is signed 
before mailing it. Other tax returns 
never reach the service center for proc-
essing - either the address is incorrect 
or proper postage has not been added 
to the envelope. Also, if che specially 
designed peel-off label is not used, and 
the taxpayer's identification or address 
information is illegible, the return can 
not be processed, and the refund will 
be delayed. 
For additional free information on 
Tele-Tax, students may obtain Pub-
lication 910, "Guide to Free Tax Serv-
ices," or the Tele-Tax brochure, 
Publication 1163, by calling toll-free, 
1-800-424-3676. 
Working Students 
May Owe Taxes 
Many students with summer or part-
time jobs can not claim exemption 
from federal income tax withholding, 
To those expecting a tax refund this according to the Internal Revenu:: 
year, the Internal Revenue Service says Service. 
an error-free return speeds processing Because of changes made by the Tax 
time. A quick check for accuracy can Reform Act of 1986, anyone who may 
help avoid mistakes; and a carefully be claimed as a dependent on another 
prepared, easy~to-read return can be person's return is not entitled to a per-
processed faster. sonal exemption on his or her own 
Once the return is completed, the return. Therefore, many students who 
IRS suggests consulting the following can be claimed as dependents on their 
check list: parents' or another person's tax return 
• Have you attached all your Forms cannot claim exemption from 
W~2, "Wag:, and Tax Statements"? withholding for 1989, especially if they 
• Have you attached all the supporting have investment income, such as in-
schedules to your Form 1040? terest on savings accounts. 
• Are your name and social security 
number on each schedule? Generally, students not exempt from 
• Are the names and social security withholding should claim one with· 
numbers of dependents five years or holding allowance if they have only 
older on your return? one job at a time. Or, if they need or 
• Is your arithmetic correct? want more tax withheld, they should 
• Are all of your entries on the proper claim zero allowances. See the Form 
lines? W-4 instructions for more details. 
",:;.,,aft1~tiJibMJ~%f~~~~~t!lir~~i{wi~~~W!l'il ,~:11Wl~r~~;s~~d,f;fi6!6t.Ji~~~~J~ 
. • rs· your· handwriting Jegible? ment income· generally will be exempt 
• When you used the Tax Table, did from withholding. 
you follow the line across to the cor- Students can claim exemption from 
rect column for your filing status? tax withholding on their Form W-4, 
• Did you sign and date your return? "Employee's Withholding Allowance 
Remember, if it's a joint return. Certificate," only if last year they had 
your spouse must sign too. to pay no federal income tax and this 
• Did you use the peel-off label, and is year they expect to have to pay no 
the information on the label correct? federal income tax, the IRS said. If ex-
• Have you made necessary correc- empt status is claimed, it remains in ef-
tions right on the peel-off label? feet until February lS of the next year. 
• Did you make a copy of your return See the Form W-4 instructions for 
for your records? more details. 
• Did you put the correct postage on Form W-4 is available from 
the pre-addressed envelope? If the employers or from IRS by calling 
return has several attachments, addi- 1-800-424-3676. 
tional postage may be required. 
Rounding Off May 
Limit Mistakes 
You may reduce the chance of mak..; 
ing arithmetic errors on your tax return 
by rounding off amounts to the nearest 
dollar, the lnternal Revenue Service 
says. 
When you round off one dollar 
item, however, you must consistently 
round off all amounts. Amounts under 
SQ cents should be dropped. For exam-
ple, $19.21 becomes $19. Amounts 
from SO cents to 99 cents should be in-
creased to the next higher dollar, so 
$19.50 becomes $20. If you do round 
off, do so for all amounts. However, if 
you have to add two or more.amounts 
together to figure the .total to enter on 
a line,. include cents when adding the 
amounts and only round off the total. 
By not having to work with decimal 
points, you . may find you make fewer 
math errors that could delay your re-
fund. 
Tax Rules for Children 
And Dependents 
[RS Publication 929, "Tax Rules for 
Children and Dependents," is a handy 
guide which helps parents and students 
understand many of the tax laws af-
fecting the students. The publication is 
available free from IRS by calling 
1-800-424-3676. 
r 
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Nominations 
N · t· ~re ope~1 bl ·-£ ··t·h · om1na ion papers are ava1 a . e or e 
following Student Government offices 
for the Fall of 1989: 
·Student Trustee 
SGA Executive -Board 
(President, Vice-President, Treasurer, 
Assistant Treasurer, Secretary, 
and Attorn~y General) 
SGA Congress 
(Congressmen-at-Large, Class Congressmen) 
Class Officers 
(All positions, all non-senior classes) 
All positions are open to all qual 
All positions open to any qualified full-time student 
For more informatioll, or papers, 
go to the SGAoffice, 3rd floor, Campus Center 
A rr\1 ~ 6 · 1E rm Lt <e rrlt~ fi ml mm <e rm Lt 0 
r @if JE W~ITilU~ o 0 
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David Byrne of the Talking Heads has compiled an album 
which consists of Brazilian music from a variety of artists. 
The album is entitled Brazilian Classics 7 Belizo Tropical. 
New album brings 
out flavor of Brazil 
The Comment Thursday, March 9, 1989 11 
0 
'The Snow. Queen' reigns 
BSC Children's Theatre celebrates it's 20 year anniversary 
This week marks the 20 year 
anniversary of the Children's 
Theatre at Bridewater State 
College. This year the pcr-
fonnance is Snow Queen. This is 
the premiere production of an 
adaptation of the familiar Hans 
Christian Andersen fairy talc. 
The play is a play within a 
play and opens at a wintcrfair in 
Denmark where a young girl, her 
best friend and her grandmother 
encounter the Panorama Master 
of the fair. The three arc enticed 
to participate in a story involving 
them in an experience that the 
Panorama Master creates on the 
spot from immediately meeting 
the trio. Swept away in this 19 
century fantasy, the viewer is 
treated to the young girl's search 
for her best friend in a classic 
fairy talc production. 
The Bridgewater S tatc College 
Children's Theatre was 
several thousand more have seen 
touring "mini-plays." Since the 
initial production in the Horace 
Mann Auditorium of Rapunzel 
and the Witch through lasl year's 
modernized Russian fairy talc The 
Two Maples, some of the most 
Bernice Bronson the 
playwright and lyricist, has 
al ways been interested in 
children's theatre. She has also 
writlcn over twenty plays or 
scenarios for children's theatre. 
Presently she free-lances a·s a 
By Caitlin Andrews 
Comment staff 
_____ , ,_____ established in 1969 and is a 
cooperative effort of the college's 
tsnon Hickey and Heidi O'Connell are rovaltv in The Snow 
Queen (Photo courtesy of Enser:nble Theatre) 
Even those who Department of Speech· 
don't have faith Communication, Theatre Arts, popular productions have been playwright and director, as wcH 
Have you ever had one of those Faith usually follows, and Communication Disorders The Wind in the Willows. as conducting school workshops 
days when you can not find any through yes and with the Ensemble ThcaLrc. Aside Winnie-the-Pooh, Beauty and the on drama, creative writing, and 
good songs on the radio? Are you _through no" from raculty and staff salaries, all . Beast. as \\/ell as our \'~:mic~~: ;l'''')''~ri~ii:~'. E}H\i~"~·}'}·l; ••• '.··Y:Y'c;~~~~'" 
... · . < ·. ·~~~· .. ,c~., ~~~~;~~!~11~1/H,~~~;~~~~!1'!\!.~~Y";:~:··· ····•'•*ox~tl's~:s .~~,,~~·fto~~e1£f·ee·'••··•·1 ·p~tt1.ill~~~11·10~f'!Tf'f~g··.f!le'lt1,i~~~~;.*~~a!f~d~M'l~M'tf~11c:·c:f!f>'orcl.~ ~··me 
:Are you loolting,fe:P re~cipLs. To dat9 ovbr· 125,000 · the Country Witches, ·ET~.. new touring production of the 
new sound? children and adults Ii.ave enjoyed Moon !Ieist, and The Princess. Children's Muse.um of Rho~lc 
Well, David Byrne of Talking There are two popular styles its 23 major productions while and the Frog. coh •. on p. J2 
Heads, has compiled.anew album which are on. the Brazilian 
of Brazilian music, from various Classic 1 Be/ezaTropical album. 
artists. The dance music of the urban 
The struct.ure, Brazilian- poor, mainly around the city of 
Portuguese lyrics and instru- Rio is called Samba and Pagode. 
mentals which forms this sound The dance music of the poor in 
is unique to the Brazilian the North East is called Forro. 
pop-music scene and the 
American music scene as well. In 
its own right, the music is 
beautiful and radical. 
The upbeat sound- often 
associated with beaches, sun and 
fun- are mistaken or confused for 
boring barlads. Many think with 
the light sound and early rhythm 
that the songs are meaningless. 
In reality, some of the composers 
of this album were forced into 
exile due to their ·music and 
·lyrics. 
On the album, Brazilian 
Classics 1 Beleza Tropical. the 
sound combines lyrics, the 
Afro-Brazilian rhythms and 
electrical guitar to create an 
innovative and human form to 
the music. 
B yme claims that the African 
heritage of most of the area has 
been the root of much of this 
Brazilian music. The lyrics of 
this LP include songs about free-
dom (religious and political), 
love, and peace. 
Several of the artists featured 
on this compilation are cultural 
heroes. In Brazil. their names are 
known by the young and old. 
Their shows have sold out in 
Paris and Tokyo. This style has 
not entered the American home, 
often- yet, here is the 
opportunity. 
One of the songs which was 
especially intriguing was Andar 
Com Fe, which means "walk 
with faith." The lyrics as ·simple, 
but the translation is lovely. 
· "Faith goes wherever I go./ On 
foot or by airplane./ Even those 
who don't have faith/ Faith 
usually follows,/ through yes and 
through no." This hardly seems 
controversial enough that it 
would cause the artist to be 
exiled. Yet, the Brazilian 
government felt that it was a just 
reason, and did so. 
In the song Caixa de Sol the 
Jines, "The sunbox of people/ is 
the heart of the world/ while 
humanity joins hands/ to live in 
equality/ searching for etcrnai' 
peace/ ,but fighting all the time/ 
waging every war." This music 
represents an important part of 
the Brazilian culture as docs any 
type of music. This reflects on 
the people, the government, and 
the religion._ 
The majority of cuts on this 
LP sound light and are danceable. 
To add a bit of culture to those 
spring break Florida parties, pick 
up this album and experience the 
new sound. It will be a 
worthwhile investment. 
•· t > .; ~ rJ . ; ;1 l" .... ,J t! tJ ~' ;1 l< t , 
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Santos and the Blakes riding 
down the road to success 
By Marci Hahn 
Comment staff 
For a band that has only 
been together for a few 
months. the Blakes play like 
they have been together for 
years. They are made up of 
three former members of Pax 
Romana, with two new· 
members. The band is com-
prised of Douglas Allen on 
drums, Chris Cook playing 
bass guitar, Kevin Devine and 
Matt Wood · on guitar and 
David Santos singing lead 
vocals.· Santos writes the 
band's lyrics, while the other 
members write the music. 
Pax Romana, which means 
Roman Peace, was a band that 
was together for three years. 
The members met. in high 
school. After they broke up 
last summer Allen, Devine 
and Santos stuck together, and 
eventually found two new 
members to form the Blakes 
with them. 
Santos is the only person in 
the band to attend Bridgewater 
State College, although drum-
mer Allen was a fonner student 
of the college. Th~ other 
mem hers attend to Providence 
College. When asked if the 
band is serious, or playing for 
pure enjoyment, Santos said, 
"We all want to make it big. I 
can't see me doing anything 
else; the other guys are the 
same way." 
When they were in Pax 
Romana, the band was on 
WBRU's Home Brewed Six 
Pack, a show which features 
local bands. One of the new 
members of the band, Chris 
Cook, was formerly in a group 
called Circa A.D., which won 
Boston University's Battle of 
the Bands. By looking at their 
past, its obvious that this new 
band is one· with talent. 
Hopefully. they \\..·ould like 
to do an album this ·spring~ 
They would also like to play 
more in this area. A month 
ago, they debuted as a band 
playing an Amnesty Inter-
national benefit at Providence 
-. College. Three weeks ago,they 
played the Livingroom. The 
crowd was. receptive, and 
seemed to enjoy the band. 
Some of th_e songs which were 
the audience's favorites include, 
Boring, Boring, Boring; This 
Room; Capistrano my Soul; 
and Should I Ever Be Famous. 
As far as music is 
concerned, the band's taste is 
eccentric. Cook likes jazz, 
such as the late Jaco Pastor-
i ous. P.Jlen and Devine listen to 
R.E.M., The Churcht and Soul 
Asylum. Santos listens to 
music from the· Doors, The 
Smiths, and the Replacements. 
Wood enjoys the Clash, The 
Waterboys, and the Hudu-
guru's. 
When Santos writes the 
band's lyrics, he says he is 
influenced by many sources. 
Sometimes, it's some article 
that he has read, or an event in 
his personal life. Also, he 
writes poetry, which then 
becomes a song. 
The Blakes· are a talented 
band, together and as individual 
members. They work well as 
an ensemble and they seem to 
desire the same object- success. 
Although they have no definite , 
dates set up at present, they 
plan to play in the Providence 
.area quite a bit. Watch for 
them, someday Bridgewater 
students may be saying, "I 
knew the Blakes way back 
when they first started out." 
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By GARY LARSON 
"Dear Henry: Where were you? We waited and 
waited but finally decided that .... " 
JUST FOR THE 
HEALTH OF IT + 
AIDS effects 'insiders' 
as well as 'outsiders' 
The following is an excerpt 
from Pearl Bailey's statement 
delivered to the World Health 
Organization's m£ttiAg on AIDS 
at Geneva, Switzerland, on 
December l, 1988. 
It was a long journey here. 
Measured more in love than in 
distance. The realization that the 
world would be. here to listen, 
speak, and search together has 
made it worthwhile. Hope, faith, 
love, travelled all with me. The 
"outsider" has become the 
"insider" on the subject of AIDS. 
I've heard it said, "not in this 
century will there be a cure." We 
must say and believe, "oh yes, 
there will be." Each nation 
sitting here has been touched; not 
one has escaped this pestilence. 
AIDS, like the four horsemen, is 
riding the earth, destroying with 
no regard to age, race, or sex. 
Those who say, "not me" 
think of all who said the same 
words. The recognition of AIDS 
comes closer when it strikes 
someone dear. I met a young boy 
who, at 25, had reached a large 
degree of success. At 30, he is 
reaching out for life; _death is 
reachiJlg, out ·for. ·him .. He was 
T ay, e 1s g ten , oug 
he hides it well. He wonders why 
the doctors, scientists, politi-
cians, and financiers.are not doing 
more; so that he can live.· The 
disgust about the speed and 
inefficiency is eating at his soul. 
As I looked into the heart of 
this boy, I sometimes felt to ask, 
· ''how, little friend, did this occur? 
Can you help us so we may 
know more? We are trying to 
help you. Give us a clue as to the 
beginning." 
I remember him telling me of 
his first know ~edge. He said, 
"when the doctor told me, first, I 
cried, then I spoke to a priest." 
Then he iaughed and said, "I 
started to sell all my possessions; 
one day, I looked around me and 
discovered I had sold my bed." I 
knew then he was telling me all. 
be was getting ready for death. 
How dare a disease prepare us in 
· such a cruel, inhuman way. 
I thought, "it is not fair for 
you· to have this disease. It is not 
fair for us to sit here in .darkness, 
waiting for answers without even 
a clue. We need to help too." 
In some mind, there is a key to 
open the door. We must falsify 
the lie that AIDS is "unconquer-
able." Somewhere iii the world, a 
man or woman will, by the grace 
of God, become filled with the 
knowledge that will save 
humanity. . 
Through our combined efforts, 
it can be and must be done if 
mankind is to survive this 
terrible pestilence. God qreated 
mankind. We must not aUo~ 
AIDS to destroy. it, or force us u)M 
he p grows ou er an ou er --
everyday. Our ears must grow 
sharper to the cry of help. Time 
is not on our side. We must keep 
searching until we find a cure for 
AIDS. We the seekers, . shall be 
the finders. 
If anyone has questions or 
require information on AIDS. 
contact Barbara Swartz,: AIDS 
coordinator at Health. Services. · 
0 'Snow Queen' 
cont.fromp.11 
Island. 
Paul Spong, the composer, is 
a pianist/accompanist on the 
faculty of the J offrcy Ballet 
School in New York City and an 
accompanist _/composer with 
Margaret Beals Improvisational 
Dance Theatre. ~ 
The performances arc March 
10 at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. 1·1arch 
11 at 10:30 a.m. and. 1:30 p.m. 
March 13 and 14 the shows times 
arc at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m; The 
final day of the show is March 15 
at 10 a.m.Tickcts arc $2 and 
lower rates arc available for 
groups of 20 or more. 
Performance time is 
approximately 70 minutes. For 




"Hey, wait a minute! This Is grass! We've been 
eating grass!" 
"Don't be alarmed, folks ..•. He's completely 
harmless unless something startles him." 
13 \T~~~T 
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Congratulations to BSC student Melissa Tarzopoulos, who 
has been recognized by the National Dance Association 
as an outstanding dance student. 
BSC dancer will • receive 
\ I f/(f!OJIAL /JOii 
!!.' 
Dance Association award 71/E f}()TllJ!f ()f 71£ SJTINIC S£1~ /JlflJtl.J. Ul.D, HHS GINf IHTd Hl()IK$ 
Bridgewater State College 
student, Melissa Tarzopoulos, 
has been recognized as an 
Outstanding Dance Student by 
the National Dance Association. 
She is one of 23 students to be 
honored nation·wide for her 
contributions to dance at 
Bridgewater. She will be awarded 
a certificate at the National Dance 
Association annual convention 
this April held in Boston. 
be a dance to Amazing Grace, 
presented by dancers from the 
BSC Dance Company. The 
session will end with a 
celebration dances to It's Going 
to be a Great Day. Tarzopouloss 
is· choreographing this work for 
the annual spring concert, Dance 
Kaleidoscope '89, which will be 
presented April 14 and 15. 
FTIR Tiil 7/HJTJD f'IMNf tY TH! f{IN.JA fJl?l!i!CTS'" bfflRED $3,fl)(),dPO 
F()lf 11/S TOllTUIU. /IND l)EATH. 
Her choreography will be 
presented at the Massachusetts 
Association of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation and 
Dances General Session, which is 
holding its convention at the 
same time. The invocation will 
Tarzopoulos has been a dance 
student at BSC since her 
freshman year. For the past three 
years she has been president of 
the BSC Dance Corps, now 
known as the BSC Dance 
Company. She has danced in and 
choreographed for six dance 
concerts at BSC and organized all 
Dance Club activities. 
DUTNM IN JIMS, d!NlJ.J. 
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ATTENTION SENIORS 
Ordering your 1989 Yearbook 
As Bri<lg<......vntcr State College tradition dictates, Seniors are entlilcd to rcccivc a copy of the 1989 Yearbook free. 
HOWEVER, PIF..ASE NOTE TiiAT • . . 
You MUST ORDER one to ~tone! 
; 
You must fill out the bclOW" Order Form arxl return it to the Yearbook Office, locat.ed next to the Bookstore in the Campus Center, 
by 1HUHSDAY, MARCH 30 at 5:00 p.m If you are ordcrtng any options, the cash, check, or money order must accompany the order 
form. · 
Also, please note the following: 
* MAil..JNG 1HE YEARBOOK IS OPTIONAL. You must rcb.irn to I3rkl!,.fCWaler to pick up your Yearbook If you Wish to have 1s malled 
to you, there is an addilionaf $3.00 mailing fee. 
* Nrunc On Cover and P!GlStic Protective Cover are also optional items. Name On. Cover costs $3.00 and Plastic Protective Cover costs 
$2.00. Names on Cover must be under 20 characters (includes spaces) and will fit on one line. Names with more U1at 20 characters 
will be set on two Jines and will oost $6.00. · 
*'Ihe 1989 Yearbook is schcdukrl to be completed· by October 1900. Once they are done; the Yearbook Olllcc will mail them to 
those who paid a mailing fee and send a postcard to those who need 1o pk:k them up. Distribution of ihe 1989 Yearbooks lo 
the Class of 1989 is handled by the Office of Ah.unni Relations. 1-1989-URS~ MAJOR!;~---------, 
: YEARBOOK . ORDER FORM 
I -I 
I NAME Year 1989 
I I Address Phone I City Zip 
I Make check or money order payable to; 1989 Bridgewater·State College·Yearbook 
I 
I HOU~/ _No charge Plastic cover/ $2.00 
: SEND/ $3.00 --------
FOR GFlCE USE ONLY 
I RCD FOP RCT 
----
1 MV LBL DIST ~-~---..:.._. ________ -_-_-_ 







In order to insure that all Seniors tha.t were pJiotographcd arc 
included in the Yearbook, we \\K>Ukl like lo ask you to slop b:Y tJ-ici 
Yearbook Office, located next to the Bookstore in the Campus 
Ccnlcr, and <h.!ck 1hc MlStcr List to make sure your picture we~ 
nx..'t.'ivcd. If you 'NCre photographed ·and your name docs. not 
. appear on this list, pk..""lSC notiJY us immediately so that we can 
rorrcct this problem. · 
At this time, we also would like you to rc:..'Vi<..w the inlOnn:'ltion on 
this list - your name, rnajor, and address. 1his infom1ation as. 
it appears on the Master Ust Will be prink..'<i in the 1989 
Yearbook 1bis lnform:'ltion wi}.l be seen in two diffcn.:nt loca-
tions in the Yearbook - the .Senior Portr<lit Section and the Senior 
Directory. In the Senior Portrait Section, only your n."1111C and 
major will appall" next to your portrcl.it In the Senior Dlrc..-clmy 
your name and address will appear. · 
If . I.here arc any errors in U1c · Master Ust:. please rnmxt the 
infonnalion ··on the · can:Is provido::l, and we will make the 
com::cqon prior lo publica.tion. DO Nor make rom.x:tions 
diro:Uy on the list 
If you· did not have your picture la.ken but woukl like to I~ 
included in U1c Senior Dircclory, please fill out a Senior Din.'C-
tory Card at the Yearbook Office. 
DEADilNE 1n check your Yearbook Senior Portrait and &.."t1ior 
Dircclory Infom1ation is Frtday, M<m:h 10, 1989 at 5:00 p.m. 
Further Questions 
If there arc any other problems or questions, .. plal.sc oonlad 
Senior &.'CtiC1n Editor Nanci Ourgio at the Yearbook Ollkc, 
localcxl next ~:) t11c Bookstore in the. Dm1pus Center or call 007-
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Announcenients-
AIDS Task Force 
The third meeting of the AIDS 
Task Force will be held on 
Tuesday, March 14, in the 
Plymouth County Conference 
Room of the Campus Center. 
More members are needed for 
participation in this important 
committee, especially faculty and 
students. Please call Barbara 
Swartz, AIDS coordinator in 




Mark your calendar nowt 
\Vednesday 1vfarch 29, the 
Association will begin its Career 
Option lecture series. Featured at 
this first meeting will be Diane 
Wyman: Nursery School Coordi-
nator and Bonnie Houston: 
Hospital Childhood specialist. 
The meeting will begin promptly 
at 3:30, but feel free to stop in at 
any time. Members old and new 
welcome! See you there! 
Suitcase Dance 
The Student Alumni Relations 
Council will be holding its 
annual Suitcase Dance on 
Thursday, April 20. A drawing 
will be held at the dance, and the 
winners will be off to Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. A cash prize 
of $100 will be given to the 
winners for expenses. 
Don't forget to bring your 
packed suitcase, because.you will 
be leaving from the dance if you 
are the lucky winner. 
Classifieds 
Help Wanted 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble products at home. 
Call for more information. 
504-641-8003 ext/ 1967. 
Looking For 
Fraternity, sorority or student 
organization that would like to 
make $500 - $1000. for a one 
week on :C3Jll:pus marketing 
-
,'1 ',,,'.,°'., ,,''•<·',•. ¥•'-;,;,'/•<,'·-,"-,J•',_,,,,',. •'n 
hardworking. Call Jill or 
Corine at 1-800-592-2121. 
In the Comment. Talk to 
Steve or John about pfacing 
your classified. For more 
information call 697-1200 




Meetings: Every Monday·and Tuesday at 3 pm 
(Only need to attend one each week) 
Plymouth County Room, across from the Info Booth 
New Members Welcome! 





Dungeons & Dragons 
,. ' 
Is there another activity you'd -like to compete in? 
Come to our meetings and let us know! 
Pen-Pals Wanted 
Students from Poland are 
looking for United States pen 
pals. If you are interested, drop 
by the Office of International 
Student Affairs, across from the 
Office of Student Services, in 
Boyden Hall. A listing is 





mores and juniors: there is a 
workshop being put together for · 
you, the undeclared student. This 
work shop will help you clarify 
any misunderstandings you may 
have as an undeclared student, and 
will enable you to· take the 
"major/ minor finder." Together, 
this will help you to get closer to 
the major you would like to 
choose. If you are interested, sign 
up in the Academic Advising 
Center in the Maxwell Library, 
or stop by_ if you have any 
questions. 
- -
All individuals who feel they 
would benefit from an accepting, 
non-judgmental forum in dealing 
with eating disorders are welcome 
to attend 
If you have any questions 
regarding this meeting, you may 
contact Mrs. Murphy of Health 
Services at 697-1252. 
Join the Women's 
Rugby Club 
Tired of the same old sports? 
Try something new and different 
this spring. Join the Women's 
Rugby club. No experience is 
needed to play. Practices are 
Monday to Thursday, from 3:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., behind the 
student apartments. For more 
information, contact Angela at 
697-()027, or Renee at 697-9109. 
Rugby- it's worth a try. 
Orthopedic 
Examination Clinics 
The college Health Service will 
be providing muscular, bone, and 
experience in public broadcasting. 
A single copy is available free 
of charge by writing to: 
Publication Sales, Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting~ 1111 




Open for new members. We 
meet Wednesdays at 3 p.m. at the 
Counseling Center in Harrington 
· Hall. If you are interested, please 
call Susan Zeichner at 697-1331. 
Tutors 
Earn $5 per hour and make your 
own hours. Tutors are needed in 
all subject areas, but especially in 
Accounting, Computer Science, 
Math, and Foreign Languages. 
Interested students contact Joanne 
McKee, Progress/ Outreach 
Office, Harrington. Hall, 
697-1241. 
joint injury assessment clinics to 
students of the college com-
P ea ce Corps Seeks munity. Feel free to stop by the 
GTE Research 
Program 
Volunteers Health Service Office in Tilling-
hast Hall to make an appoint- Special program for tmtW4:~ 
8:~·,$1i9ll~~t't .... n:ie~~·. Vt'~~.oqlio~c physician graduate majo~s in math, ph!sics:'''· 
'••"w "11r·~-~;~~S~i\11~D~~''fC5tanyck1(,f.~,. ······C£>ntP9-~i;,,1•.$G:~•~,,,.~~""""''·"-'"'•·'*"" 
has 5,200 volunteers in 65 dates: Monday, April 10, 24, and psychology, sociology, and earth 
developing countries worldwide. May 8. science and geography. Work on 
Congress has mandated that it a specific project over a 10 
double the number of volunteers week period, from June 5 to 
by 1992. Public Broadcasting August 11. Receive stipend of 
All majors will be considered. Free guide to $200 per week, plus room and 
The program requires. a 2 year board at a local university. Volunteer and , R h 
commitment. Details and appli- Location of GTE s esearc 
cations are available in the CPP Internship Laboratories in Waltham, MA. 
Office or by calling the Boston Programs Deadline to apply is March 17. 
Peace Corps Office (collect) at Applications and project descrip-
(617) 565-5555 ext 642. The Corporation for Public tions are in the CPP Office. 
Anorexia-Bulimia 
Support Group 
Meeting to Be· Held 
An anorexia-bulimia anony-
mous support group will be 
meeting weekly. in the Seminar 
Room, located in the. Adrian 
Rondileau Campus Center, each 
Thursday from 3 p.m. to 4 ·p.m. 
· Broadcas~ing is now offering a 
free ·. guide entitled: Guide to 
Volunteer and · Internship 
Programs in Public Broadcasting. · 
This 1988-89 ·edition contains 
information about 276 public 
radio and television stations and 
organizations in .48 states, 
Washington D.C., and ·Puerto 
Rico that provide opportunities 
to students and community 




Many part-time job oppor-
tunities available. If you are 
looking for a part-time job stop 
by and check out our listings. 
Our office is open Monday -
Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We are · 
located in Tillinghast ~ T-6. 
$50 at Student Payment 
Return: 
Contract and green receipt 
to RD 
Deadline: 
Friday, March 10 
"Time.stops for no one; Current on campus resident students only 
housing contracts are due." 
The Comment Thursday, March 9, 1989 ·.· 15 
Calenda14 of Events 
Chorale 
The' Wintersauce Chorale and 
Jazz Pops Ensemble will present 
Wintersauce Waltz: A Winter-
sauce Pops Concert on Sunday, 
April 2. It will be held in the 
Imperial Ballroom, at the Boston 
Park Plaza, 50 Park Plaza, 
Boston: The show will begin at 
5:30 p.m. 
The program will be conducted 
by George Guioault, and he will 
be accompanied by Bob Winter. 
Works which the group will play 
include Into' the Woods, by 
Stephen Sondheim, and The Last 
Time I Felt Like This. Special 
guest will be Leigh Beery, the 
Broadway, singing star and Tony 
nominated musician. 
Tickets are $25 for reserved 
seating. They are available at 
Bostix and Ticketron outlets, Out 
of Town Tickets, at Harvard 
Square,·or by calling Teletron at 
1-800-382-8080 or also (617) 
720-3434. For further informa-
tion call (617) 437-0231. 
Dance 
a possible extension, orientation 
in Tokyo, medical and acci-
dental insurance, and support 
material. 
A refundable ·deposit of $250 
will start your application, and 
begin the search for your host 
family. All applicants are 
responsible for their own air-fare, 
but our office could arrange it or 
other means for you, if necessary. 
Applicants can depart anytime 
during the year, but please check 
with our Seattle office for further 
information. Please write #406 
Colman Building, 811 First 
Avenue, Seattle, Washington 
98104. Interested people can also 
call 1-800-333-2225, after tone, 
dial 937. 
Magic 
On Monday, March 20, the 
Providence Performing Arts 
Center and Cafferty's Concerts 
will present The Magic of David 
Copperfield. Showtimes are at 
5:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Tickets 
are currently on sale, and are 
available ·at the box office, 
Ticketron, or by calling Teletron 
at 1-800-382-8080. Ticket prices 
are $18.50, and $16.50, with a 
$2.00 discount for children under 
12 years of age. 
Music 
Graduates of the school are 
eligible to write the State Board 
Examination for licensure as a 
registered nurse. 
Additional information about 
the school and the open house 
may be obtained by calling 
Patricia Dineen at 666-4400, ext. 
246. 
Rally 
Now is the time to stand up 
and be counted in the fight for 
women's rights. Join the March 
for Women's Equality and 
Women's Lives in Washington 
D.C., on Sunday, April 9. The 
· march will end in a rally for 
keeping abortion safe and legal, 
and for the passage of the Equal 
Rights Amendment. 
Planning meetings for the· 
march will be held every 
Thursday evening at 7 p.m. at the 
Boston NOW office, located at 
971 Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston. To reserve a bus ticket or 
for more information, call 
Boston NOW at 782-1056. 
Theatre 
The Zeiterion Theatre will 
present In 'Z' Mood '89, a Big 
Band Benefit Concert and Dance 
on Saturday, April 15, at 8 p.m. 
The 28 piece Meadow-Larks 
band, under the direction of Ed 
Rodriques. is returning for the 
second annual Big Band Benefit. 
By popular demand, the band will 
be located front and center stage 
for the entire evening. 
The first half of the show will 
feature the music of the Meadow 
Larks, with soloists and vocal-
ists. The second half of the show 
will feature the Big Band music, 
as well as hits from other 
decades. At this time, the audi-
ence is encouraged to dance in the 
special ballroom atmosphere, or 
sit back and enjoy the music. 
Tickets are on sale now. All 
seats are reserved at $10 per 
person~ For more information, 
please call the Zeiterion Box 
Office at (508) 994.;2900. Tickets 
are also available at all 
Ticketmaster locations or by 
calling Tickemaster at (617) 
787-8000. 
The Zeiterion ·Theatre is 
located at 684 Purchase Street, in 




Dance Umbrella is proud to 
present the Boston debut of 
Canada's internationally renowned 
artist Margie Gillis, on March 10 
and March 11, at 8 p.m., and 
March 12, at 2 p.m. at the 
Cambridge Multicultural Arts 
- ..... ·~~~.~~~.~.0~~~~0~-~.~.~Q.~.of '''t;omumteGeneral. . .· . ·· 'Progtmn 'oil Monday, Aptil 3, at ·· · . $1~'.~~et•($~~~s~hef:,h0~an~: ~~;:: ~:.:~~'~;::: :: the Campus Center at 8 ·· a.m. on 
Umbrella members,.seniors, and 1 Fallen Street, Cambridge. 
students with their I.D.'s). The musical program will Wednesday' March 29. Tickets are available at all feature Charles Fussell as 
Ticketron outlets, Bostix, and conductor. Works played will 
Out of Town Tickets. To charge include the American Premiere of 
tickets, . please call Dance James Dashow's Oro, Argento+ 
Umbrella at ( 617) 492-7578. Legno and the Boston premiere of 
Food 
The Plymouth Bay Girl Scout 
Council has announced that from 
now until to March 12, the Girl 
Scout Troops in the areas, which 
serve 76 Southeastern 
Ronald Perera's Augmented 
Forces. 
Tickets· are $10 for general 
admission, and $5 for students 
and senior citizens. They are 
. available at Out of Town Tickets 
or by calling Concert Charge at 
(617) 497-1118. People may also . 
call Teletron at 1-800-:382-8080 
or (617) 720-3434. For informa-
l?lf:ttt:mi:t:t:im:mm@::rn::m:trn:rnrn::t+t:mwt:mttttt?tt:@:trttr:t:Jwt:rrtttlrtrt1::m:rirrltt@::1t:mmmJrntmt1r:mm:1:xtn<I 
Come show your support against 
further cuts in the higher education 
system 
·Massachusetts ·communities, 
including: Cape Cod, will be 
selling. boxes of· Girl Scout 
Cookies. The cookies cost $2.00 
tion and reservations, please call 
(617) 437-0231. · 1·. 
per box. For more information, 





grams is offering to college 
students, faculty, an exceptional 
and ·inexpensive approach to 
learning about people, language 
and the culture of Japan. Through 
IIP's International Gateway Pro-
gram, individuals are invited to 
live with a Japanese host family 
for one month, and pursue 
individual objectives. This will 
allow people to gain insight into 
another culture different from 
their own. 
For $1500, each applicant 
receives a homestay plus two 
meals daily, for one month with 
An "open houseJ'will be held at 
the Somerville Hospital School 
of Nursing, 125 Lowell Street, 
Sommerville, on Wednesday 
March 29, from 7 to 9 p.m. 
This recruitment function is 
for people interested in a career 
as a professional registere.d nurse. 
Faculty and nursing students will 
be available to provide 
information about the program, 
and conduct tours of the school 
and hospital. 
The school of nQrsing is a 
national league for nursing 
accredited program leading to a 
diploma in nursing. The program 
offered is two academic years in 
length for full time studies. A 
limited number of students may 
elect to enroll in part-time basis. 
a •• ,,.,., .... ,.. .. •• -, - ,.,...,.,, .. •• 0 - ,.,.,. ............ - ~~ ...-
BRIDGEWATER SrfATE ATHLETICS 
Softball team gears up for a new season 
By Tom Magee 
Comment staff 
are being joined by a 
newcomer- freshman pitcher 
Kerri Conley. Ponte and 
The Lady Bears softball Reid are .both junior right-
tearn is practicing this week, handed pitchers, and Ponte 
preparing for their trip, made the MASCAC All Star 
which they are leaving for team last year. 
this Friday, to Florida. They A pair of players which 
will play ten games in Enabenter said to watch for 
preparation for their regular are McGougt1, at secono 
season. Of the ten games, base, and Janet Digirolamo, 
four will count on their playing rightfield. These 
regular season's record. players were very important 
The 18 member team is to last year's team and will 
composed of 12 returning have to produce this year for 
players; five sophomores, the team to succeed. 
five juniors and two The regular season runs 
seniors, who coach Dee Dee throughout the month of 
Enabenter calls the nucleus April only, but double-
of the team. There are also header games are played 
six freshmen who have been almost every other day, 
added to round out the team. resulting in a difficult 
Enabenter said, "We have a schedule for the team. One 
strong nucleus coming back of the tougher rivals for the 
but how well we do de- Lady Bears has been 
pends on how well the new Eastern Connecticut, who 
people do." have been National Cham-
One of the players retur- pions in past years. In the 
ning from last year> who two times that BSC has 
provided strength to the played them, in the NCAA 
team, is senior co- captain tournament, the Lady Bears 
Cathie Carl who plays third have been defeated. 
base, catcher, and short -· Enabenter listed some of 
Hll'IO?. ali!M1A .... 1~&ii~~t.~~~,~,,j.p. J\i(;ir;, 
MASCAC and made the division, with which the 
second team Regional All Lady Bears have had aood 
American. The other co- rivalries. These team; in-
captain for the Lady Bears is elude Westfield State, Salem 
senior Kathy McGough. State, and Worcester State. 
Another player who made Southern Massachusetts 
the MASCAC All Star team University has also proven 
and the New England All to be a good competitor 
Star team is Junior Cindy over the years. 
Mello. Mello is the desig-:- Any post-season play will 
nated player for the team, take place in the first two 
similar to th0 designated weeks of May. Last year 
hitter in baseball. the Lady Bears were the 
Both star pitchers from 
last years team, Stephanie 
Ponte and Judy Reid, have 
returned for this season and 
MASCAC and ECAC 
Champions, but they were 
defeated in the first round of 
the NCAA Tournament by 
Trenton State. 
" Co-captain Kathy McGough will be returning to the Lady Bear's Softball team when their 
season begins next week. Coach Dee Dee.EGabenter says that McGough "is one of the 
players to watch this season. H (Photo contributed by Mike Storey). 
Women's Lacrosse aims high for season The Flock wins intramural title 
By Ronda Davis 
Comment staff 
Last year the Women's 
Lacrosse team lost their chance to 
play in ECAC's by one game 
(one goal) against Plymouth 
State with a 5-6 record. This 
year, according to coach Kathy 
Mcsweeny, the goal is to qualify 
for post-season play. 
This year the team consists Of 
22 players, ten freshmen, seven 
sophomores and four. Mcsweeny 
says that.the success of the team 
will be determined by "the 
maturity of our goalies and the 
capability to fill the gaps." 
These gaps she refers to are 
the three spaces left by players 
not returning. Two of these. 
spaces were those of graduated 
seniors who were Brine 
AU-Americans, Wendy Stoddard 
and Dale DeConto, the other was 
left by senior Karen Nash. 
___ ,,__,__ __ 
We'll have a strong season 
this year, and hope to make 
post-season play" 
--Maureen Saliba 
The chances of filling these 
positions look promising. The 
team has four experienced juniors 
who lead the team. Two of these 
were just elected co-captains. The 
co-captains arc Kristin Damore of 
Falmouth and Andrea Erickson of 
Swansea. The other two juniors 
are goalie/defense Maureen Saliba 
and Melinda Moleon. 
Saliba said, "We'll have a 
strong season this year and hope 
to make post-season play. With 
the new players and the returning 
players we expect 3: good season." 
This year the team gained 10 
"talented" freshmen according to 
McS weeny. The returning sopho-
mores are also experienced and 
should build a strong base for the· 
team. 
Some of the sophomores who 
will be helping the team effort 
are Martha Wall. who was 
Freshman Athlete of the Y car last 
year, Marilyn Gomes. Danielle 
Webber, Kim Conrad, Jane 
Delancy, and Debbie Russo. 
The experience and effort of 
these players will be needed if the 
team is· to be successful · 
The Lady Bears have a difficult 
11 game schedule, comprised of 
Division I, II, and III teams. 
Some of the toughest games will 
be against Tufts and Springfield 
College who have always proved 
to be good rivals. 
The first game of the season 
will be their home opener. They 
will take on . a good Smith 
College team on Thursday; 
March 30 at 3:30 p.m. All home 
games are played out front of the 
Shea-Durgin Residence Hall on 
the playing field. 
in indoor co-eel. soccer 
By Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff · 
In the marathon of soccer, 
on Sunday, March 5, only the 
strongest teams survived three 
rounds of elimination to decide 
the 1989 Intramural Co-ed 
Indoor Soccer Championship. 
The teams the Flock and The 
Hansons ·showed endurance as 
they were the two teams to 
make the final game. But, in 
the end, it would be the Flock 
who would stand victorious. 
The first round started with 
eight teams. Portugal edged the 
Good-A-Guys to win 3-2., 
while The Individuals upset 
Push It by a score of 5-3. 
Later, the Flock defeated Team 
Italy 4-2 and the Hansons 
defeated the Macque-hcads 8-2, 
to advance to the next round of 
play. 
The semi-finals saw some 
rough play as tensions among 
the players grew. The In-
dividuals dropped to the Han-
sons 4~2. The Flock survived 
Team Italy, also winning by a 
score of 4-2. The game's· 
competition coptinued in the 
championship round, as the 
Flock and the Hansons met to 
decide who would be the 
winning team. · 
The Flock, led by team 
captain David Flock, scored in 
the first half to lead 1-0. That 
·point would be the. only one 
needed to win the game. But, 
early in the second period, 
Brain Farley scored again, 
insuring his team of the 
victory. The final score was 
2-0, in favor of the Flock. 
